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SALUT LES JEUNES!

POUR LES PETITS
The rule of thumb we all learned when teaching our youngest language learners is that the length of 

any activity should be calculated by one minute per one year of age of our students. It is a pretty reliable 
measure, and, as we have noticed recently, the ability of children to focus seems to be weakening with the 
constant exposure to small bites of information on television and other electronic media.   We need to be 
able to provide multiple activities for a class of very young students, so it is helpful to have a bag of tricks on 
hand to resort to in order to keep our younger classes moving. The following are two quick games that can 
be incorporated into your young classes—and they work with older students as well!

PAS MOI!
My fi rst graders never tire of this game! The only materials you need are enough index cards for the class. Write on all but one: 

“PAS MOI” and on one “C’EST MOI.” Once you have made the cards, they are available for the rest of the year! LINGUISTIC GOAL: Re-
inforcement of “IL S’APPELLE...” and “ELLE S’APPELLE....”   THE GAME: Choose one student to do the guessing. Distribute cards to ev-
eryone else, making sure they don’t show anyone what is on the card.  Folding cards in half helps. The student guessing has three 
chances (or as many as you wish) to guess who has the C’EST MOI card.  Students must use correctly “IL” and “ELLE” and French 
names if you have assigned them. If the student guesses correctly, he or she may go again or be the one to choose someone to 
take his or her place. You can also play where the student with “C’EST MOI” is the next to be the guesser.  Make your own rules as 
appropriate for the age group. It facilitates a lot of repetition painlessly, and the structure becomes quite automatic.

TOURNEZ LA BOUTEILLE!  
My freshmen, much to my surprise, had never heard of “Spin the Bottle!” Has that seventh-grade party game really gone out of 

favor? This version has no kissing involved, however! Materials to have on hand are a bottle (Perrier or Orangina to keep it French. 
A wine bottle might be fun, but parents might frown upon your cultural realia!) In addition, you will need cards for whatever 
vocabulary or structure the class is working on. If you have non-readers, use pictures or the actual objects. Even a small number of 
cards works wonders.  LINGUISTIC GOAL: Reinforcement of vocabulary for class.  THE GAME: Put the students in a circle on the fl oor 
(My freshmen prefer chairs.) One student spins the bottle and whomever it points to when it stops spinning must draw a card (or 
choose an object from your bag) and give the appropriate French term. That student then spins the bottle. This can be a three-
minute game or a fi fteen-minute game, but again, it is painless repetition.
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Do you have some short games for little people? We invite FLES* and middle school teachers to share ideas, classroom 

gimmicks, games for oral interaction, National French Week activities, and successful lessons with other AATF members. Join the 
teacher network! Send your ideas to Elizabeth Miller, 74 Tuscaloosa Avenue, Atherton, CA 94027; e-mail: [mmemiller@aol.com].


